Observations of Apples

This is one sample of a student's responses when observing the two different apples. Answers varied in the class, but there were many similarities between responses.

- One is red and other is green.
- Red apple is more heart shaped
- Green apple has a more sour taste (tarty)
- Red apple is more sweet
- Green apple is more juicy
- Red delicious is not as juicy and more crispy.
- Bigger (red)
- Red apple is softer and has thinner skin.
- Red delicious has a more golden inside and the stem is more brown/red.
- Green apple has a more green/yellow stem.
- Bites are bigger chunks. (green apple) are also harder to bite into.
- Green Apple has thicker skin and more crunchy
- Inside of apple is more white (green) & also has a rounder shape.

Hypothesis:

If one apple combines with another kind of apple than a new apple will be created with similar traits to the original apple but not the same.